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Humanity eventually  realizes  the impact  of the  planet’s ecological 
destruction, feels its huge responsibility and decides to act.

THE CONCEPT 



THE CONCEPT 

Europe will launch a Global Alert for the planet’s salvation 

        As Europe has:
wisdom
culture
wealth                                                     

wasted natural resources                         

Power & Obligation to play a leading role  
 to Planet’s salvation



Europe creates the Ark to place in
       the Elements of Nature

and protect them with
Love, Bold, Sacrifices and Resolvedness.

This is the precious Cargo 
that Man has to safely transfer to Future.

HOW 



Art is the medium

    

Art is a powerful catalyst for 
positive change in the world

Art help us make “the longest journey people 
must take: the eighteen inches from heads to 
hearts” (Walters et al., 2011).



Communication targets

The Cargo Project : 
To be discussed, to grow, to end  up as a Global Movement

They leave concerned, 

anxious, reflecting

Citizens take Action. 
They are convinced they 

can switch things

Visitors confront
the climate change 

consequences 

Eco-minds creation

Awaken
inform



Communication Strategy

Emotional involvement

Sentiments’ climax 

Experiential engagement through New Technologies        
(virtual reality, holograms, 3D projections, interactive  programs), 

impressive music and sound design

The combination of Art & Technology                                                                     
maximizes the final outcome

The CARGO Project is a platform aiming to awaken 
through Art and the use of Technology for the risks of 
environmental disaster. 
A project that deafeningly sounds "Alarm"

 Visitors experience with all 
their senses the coming 

catastrophe, the risk, the  threat



Communication Strategy - Project characteristics

Updated                   
with latest news

 

Modern
Cutting-edge Technology 

Multifaceted
Developed in several platforms 
targeting different audiences 

Extentiable 
As technology evolves, new 

ideas emerge 

 

Democratic
Belongs to all. Everyone will feel 
free to contribute with ideas and  

improve the final outcome-  

crowdsourcing
 

Collaborative
The platform seeks international 

collaboration with artists and 
agencies with similar programs

Experiential                                                                                                                       
Visitors are involved to happenings

not just spectators

Free
participation



A project: unique,
modern, original,

EPIC.



















Creative Idea

The project aims to make the citizens confront the environmental disaster.
Immersive Art and Technology are the media.  

Watching and interacting with the spectacle via HD screens , people understand 
the impact of climate change at the natural elements.



 The Cargo project is designed to take place in (Shipping) Containers -having the 
symbolic connotation of a "Modern Ark"-   where  THE "PRECIOUS CARGO" = 
NATURE is protected in order to be transferred to future.
Shipping Containers  turn into digital spaces. Using  images, sound and cutting 
edge technology: virtual reality , 3D screens, holograms, the visitor will be 
captivated, impressed and will realize the important role participation plays in the 
protection of the Planet.

    Containers choice offers flexibility relating to the mode and place of installation  
while  its architectural implementation is a great challenge .

Cargo is a modern, dynamic, live cell in a city, a constant reminder of our great 
responsibility . 

Creative Idea



BUDGET

The Cargo Project realization can be of low to huge scale. 
At the current timing must be appropriate to the 
circumstances.

Α great project, which will motivate every citizen.

OECD (2017), Investing in Climate, Investing in Growth, OECD Publishing, Paris, https://doi.org/10.1787/9789264273528-en 

The costs of inaction massively outweigh the cost of acting. According to OECD study, avoiding 
climate change impacts will have a 4,7% GDP increase  for G20 by 2050 (OECD, 2017). 

A project we cannot afford  to not support.

https://doi.org/10.1787/9789264273528-en


WHY

The Cargo Project addresses the most serious problem facing 
humanity today: its very existence.

In accordance with the Europeans concerns: 96% 
stated* that it is our duty to protect the environment, as it is a 
key action to combat climate change.

In accordance with Europe 21th century and all the european goals: innovation - 
environment - cooperation - technology - information

Although European Union is very active in relation to the major environmental issue, there is 
lack of awareness in its citizens.

Via the specific project European action targets directly Europeans.

* Eurobarometer - Dec’18 



WHY

An unforgettable experience, leading to a mental 
shift and the creation of new radically changed people 
with ECO-MINDS.

Knowledge can make decision making wiser.
Citizens face their responsibilities and at the same time 
learn about solutions and hope in order to take 
action.

The Cargo project will make people live the catastrophe before it occurs  and this is a 
GREAT OPPORTUNITY  for humans, maybe the last…



The visit to Cargo will be:

an unforgettable  and awakening  experience

People will leave: 

overwhelmed - feeling empathy -mentally transformed - READY TO ACT
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